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Abstract

Postdocs who land faculty jobs at research-intensive institutions need to juggle several new large-scale tasks:
identifying space and equipment needs for their lab, negotiating the hiring package, outfitting the lab with
supplies, building a team, and learning to manage time in ways that can promote productivity and happiness. Here
we share tips to help new hires think clearly about each of these tasks.
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Introduction
You’re on the job market, and you’ve just been offered a
job. Congratulations! Now brace yourself, because the
next steps will involve some quick decision making.
You’ll be asked for a start-up list detailing the costs of
equipment and supplies that you’ll need to set up your
lab, and you’ll be negotiating important job details — all
while thinking about how you’ll build a team, a career,
and a life as an independent scientist.
This short guide covers some advice that we’ve shared

with postdocs who had just been offered faculty posi-
tions at research-intensive institutions, or to postdocs
who were thinking ahead to a time when this may hap-
pen. Here, we cover how to set up and manage a lab. (A
separate article in this series covers steps that follow to-
ward tenure [1]). We have prepared this written guide to
contribute to leveling the playing field for newly hired

faculty, by demystifying some key steps to success that
we learned little-by-little from various sources.
This guide is not exhaustive. Rather, it seeks to raise

some points that can be useful to consider at this stage.
We recommend using this guide, together with other
sources [2–18] and those referenced throughout this
guide, as starting places for discussions with peers to
brainstorm ideas for setting up your own lab. Discus-
sions with peers facing similar challenges can be invalu-
able for your own success and to help you face the
challenges with some optimism that you can succeed.
For this reason, we recommend forming networks of
peers who face similar issues. The possible avenues for
forming such networks may come naturally to some.
You may want to ask peers locally to gather on occasion
for informal meetings; use conferences in your field to
get together with groups of people who are not well rep-
resented at your own institution; and use communities
like Future PI Slack [19] and New PI Slack [20] to com-
municate about problems you’re facing, to seek solu-
tions, and to create new channels within those platforms
for building needed spaces. However, it is not unusual
for many new PIs to feel like outsiders because of issues
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they face that some of their peers do not. Videoconfer-
encing tools and messaging platforms like Slack make it
easier than before to initiate groups who share related
challenges. A little work on cultivating the community
you need if it doesn’t already exist can go a long way,
and if a gap exists in the support landscape for you, it
likely does for others as well. This shared need is what
binds a nascent group together. People are in general
happy to meet informally to learn from each other.
An important point to keep in mind: As a newly hired

PI, you can make mistakes, and you can be sure that you
will. We all do. It is common for early-stage principal in-
vestigators (PIs) to regret some of the decisions they
make regarding hires or equipment purchases. Many
early-stage PIs repeatedly and subtly change their ap-
proaches on exactly how to interact productively with
their lab members. There are many paths to success.
Some trial and error to finding your own path is inevit-
able. Rather than expecting perfection, it can be healthy
to view some trial and error as valuable in your learning
process.

Identifying space and equipment needs
One note before we get to space and equipment needs:
Back when you were initially interviewing for jobs, each
interview was really a two-way interview – they were
considering you for the job, and you were considering
them as colleagues and their institution as a place to set-
tle into. But in general, initial interviews are biased heav-
ily in one of those directions: in most searches, they are
generally interviewing their top five or so candidates
from hundreds of applicants for just one job. As a result,
it’s generally wise to try to enjoy the interviews by focus-
ing on your shared interests in science, not money, and
to avoid saying anything that could be perceived as a de-
mand at this stage. It’s a good idea to ask relevant ques-
tions, for example about availability of graduate students
and support for graduate students during rotations, but
it’s generally not a good time for expressing expectations
about start-up or salary totals (which we discuss more
below). If your needs are typical, then saying so is a use-
ful answer to any questions you’re asked at this stage
about your start-up needs – to settle a chair’s worry that
you’ll have atypical needs that can’t possibly be met, for
example. Then pivot right back to your shared scientific
interests.
Once you have a verbal job offer in hand, things

change. You’ll plan a second visit to see the lab space
and to think concretely about your equipment needs.
You’ll build your start-up list, which will commonly be
the basis for negotiations with a department chair (or
sometimes a dean) before you accept the job offer. If
you and your partner are both seeking jobs, this is when
you’ll raise that. Remember that you are negotiating with

a future colleague, so always negotiate in good faith.
With any communication about your start-up needs,
you might like to also re-express enthusiasm about the
job and gratitude to the chair for helping to work out
the details. It’s important to find a good balance where
you are clear about any needs to accomplish what
they’re hiring you for, while also starting off on friendly
and professional terms with your future colleague. In
general, the department chair is on your team: the chair
will want new hires to be set up well to succeed. Be clear
that you’re enthusiastic and that you just want to make
sure you will be set up for a strong start there. Work to
arm the chair with relevant information, including any
other offers you have, to help them justify start-up costs
to a dean, provost, or other institution sources.
You can envision your space needs as one bench and

one desk per person, plus common space for equipment,
shared resources, and other needs, and some room for
growth including temporary summer students and rota-
tion students. Looking at the benches and common
spaces in your postdoctoral lab will be a useful guide,
but be sure to consider all of the spaces, for example the
spaces used for incubators, freezers, microscopes, tissue
culture, and any equipment that’s outside of the lab in
shared equipment rooms. If you want to really make
sure the space will be adequate, consider the footprints
of any atypical equipment or setup you’ll use. For ex-
ample, this could include space for maintenance of your
research organisms, microscopes, or custom-built rigs
for specialty applications. Space discussions after accept-
ing the job can be contentious, so this is a good time to
ensure that you’ll be comfortable with your lab’s space.
Interviews can be an opportunity to ask to see the

space, if a specific space is designated. Just as with meet-
ing potential future colleagues, seeing a space can give
you a gut feeling about a place that can contribute to
your decision about whether to accept an offer. Some
PIs like their office connected to the lab, where they can
interact with lab members and catch any misconceptions
in conversations. Others prefer a space that is separated
from the lab for quiet writing and thinking or for more
frequent interactions with other PIs. Nearby labs can
affect a lab’s atmosphere significantly too. Consider the
value of having colleagues nearby with whom you antici-
pate camaraderie, as well as potential collaborators and
PIs who might serve as natural mentors to you. Physical
proximity can contribute to productive collaboration
[21]. Even a reasonably short distance can be the differ-
ence between interacting with colleagues and not. Note
that in some institutions, and particularly in some med-
ical schools, space is linked to funding using a specific
space formula in which square feet of lab space is deter-
mined for each lab by how much grant funding they are
bringing in. After you have a job offer, it is a good idea
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to ask the chair if a space formula is used, and how fre-
quently it is calculated (i.e., will you lose lab space if you
have a brief gap in funding, and conversely how quickly
can your space grow if your grant funding grows).

Building and negotiating the start-up package
Once you’ve landed a job offer and you’ve replied that
you’re interested in the offer, you’ll likely be asked for
your start-up list. It’s a good idea to at least get a start
on putting one together in advance. The start-up list is
where you will be clear about your itemized needs to set
up your lab. If you are being recruited in part for a spe-
cific skill, and they don’t have the infrastructure you
need, it is important to say so. You should be clear about
things that are absolutely required to bring the strengths
they want. You sold them on your strengths in your job
talk(s), so your start-up needs should not be a surprise
to anyone. Indeed, sometimes recruitment is the depart-
ment’s chance to justify investing in expensive equip-
ment that they’ve been wanting.
Your start-up list is often the best opportunity you will

have to secure equipment that is necessary for your re-
search but that is too expensive to be paid for from most
grants. In rare cases of an especially expensive piece of
equipment, you might propose that it be shared to help
make the case for utility to the department, but in gen-
eral you will want full access to your own lab’s equip-
ment instead. For such large pieces of equipment,
consider whether your usage will be enough to justify
covering maintenance costs from your grants and/or ef-
forts by you and your lab for maintenance, or whether
some equipment might be better to propose as a shared
departmental resource in an existing core facility. These
different models each come with their own strengths
and drawbacks. For instance, in core facilities, usually
you will need to pay by the hour for use of equipment,
and your lab’s access may be limited, but the equipment
will be maintained by someone else in a core space.
Rather than reinventing the wheel by building a start-

up list from scratch, most people collect multiple start-
up lists from peers and/or communities like Future PI
Slack [19] and use those as examples as they build their
own list. Just as with envisioning your space needs, it
can be useful to take stock of what you’re using in your
postdoc that you’ll need in your own lab, along with
things you’d like to upgrade, as technology advances
quickly. If you ask, companies will bring expensive
equipment like microscopes to you to try out (such a
demonstration of equipment is referred to as a “demo”),
which can allow you to compare equipment and support
from different companies. As you build your start-up
list, look back at your application materials. What did
you say your research goals would be? Are you request-
ing what you’ll need to pursue those goals?

The amount of money that is reasonable to expect for
start-up varies tremendously by type of job and institu-
tion. It can be helpful to talk to colleagues at peer insti-
tutions or to use communities like Future PI Slack [19]
to get an idea for what the market is offering. After ini-
tial startup costs, personnel are often the biggest cost.
Most people will request 1–3 years of personnel costs to
cover the cost of initial personnel until the first grant is
awarded, for example for a technician and your first 1–2
graduate students. At some institutions, you will also be
covering part of your own salary from start-up (and later
from grants). For all personnel, remember to include
fringe benefit costs as well as salary, or tuition for stu-
dents if you are expected to cover this. You can contact
your future department’s accountants to ask for useful
information on the standard fringe costs for grad stu-
dents, postdocs, and technicians. Certain potential costs
in your lab may be covered by other sources in the long
term, for example when graduate students land 1–2 year
spots on training grants, but be sure to gauge the likeli-
hood that this will happen on average, for example by
asking for the success rates of graduate students apply-
ing for training grant spots. If you are choosing between
multiple verbal offers, be wary of comparing start-up to-
tals when deciding which offer to accept. What is in-
cluded in start-up totals can vary between institutions,
and being somewhere you can succeed in your goals and
enjoy your colleagues will be far more important in the
long run.
Once you and the chair iron out details, you should re-

ceive an official offer letter. At this stage, it is wise to
find some new and experienced PIs whom you trust (for
example, PIs at your postdoc institution) to check over
your offer letter. They can help spot important gaps, and
they can help build your comfort with negotiating as
needed. Getting such input at this stage can be invalu-
able, because the offer letter is generally treated like a
contract by institutions, and yet initial offer letters are
often missing some critical details. As a result, it is not
unusual to tactfully ask the chair for a revised offer letter
that details all important points and expectations, in-
cluding the precise teaching load, any restrictions on
when and how your start-up total is spent, what space
the lab will occupy and well-defined arrangements for
any shared space, and specific plans laid out in case the
space is not fully ready when you start, with everything
(including gas lines and air lines) working. Spaces that
require significant renovations come with a potential
drawback: it is not unusual for schedules to stretch out
for longer than planned because of unforeseen issues ei-
ther with the space or with other jobs affecting engineer-
ing and facilities’ workers schedules. It is helpful to also
have a specific statement that any needed infrastructure
repairs or renovations will be completed before the lab
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opens, with contingency plans if that cannot happen,
and that lab furniture (lab benches and chairs) will not
be charged to your start-up allocation. Most institutions
will give faculty two pre-tenure semesters of relief from
teaching, to help with getting a research program off the
ground. You will want to be strategic about when you
use these (it can be helpful for starting the lab to have
one semester away from teaching as you begin, and you
might delay the other semester if possible until closer to
tenure, although different PIs have different preferences).
You also might consider in your teaching assignment
whether you can teach courses that first year graduate
students take, to give you exposure to potential rotation
students. Be sure that your start date is specified and
understand what the process would be if there were a
need to adjust it, and by how much. Be sure that your
chair has explained to you how your start date will play
into your promotions and tenure timeline, your teaching
roles, and your recruitment of graduate students.
If you are enthusiastic about the written job offer but

you have any remaining major unmet needs that seem
reasonable, then consider picking one major need and
requesting that. For example, if more than one lab space
is available, and one option is near colleagues that you
dream of being near, it would be fine to tell the chair
this. If some important details are still omitted from an
initial or revised offer letter and yet you’re keen to
accept the offer, it can help to email a conditional ac-
ceptance stating your own understanding of some spe-
cific unwritten details, so that a chair can correct any
misconceptions at this stage, and so that you will have
some record of verbal understandings to refer to in case
the department chair changes.
With all of your negotiations, remember again that

your chair will want you to succeed; they’re expending
significant effort and significant resources for your bene-
fit; and you’re beginning a long-term professional rela-
tionship. With these things in mind, while you need to
be clear during any needed negotiations, you’ll also want
to be tactful, and maintain a friendly, professional tone.
Once you’ve formally accepted the job, celebrate!

Opening the lab, onboarding new lab members,
and building a team
After celebrating, you’ll have a chance to get wheels in
motion for selected things that will benefit from some
early action. Two things are useful to consider tackling
first: (1) So that incoming graduate students and under-
graduate students will see your new lab as a possibility,
get yourself added to your new department’s and/or
graduate program’s website; build your own lab’s web-
site; and use social media to announce your lab. (2) Re-
quest demos of large pieces of equipment, like
microscopes, from companies. Companies can generally

offer to demo equipment on site at your postdoc lab. If
you make decisions on big pieces of equipment early,
this accommodates lead time often necessary to get the
equipment delivered to your new lab so that your first
rotation students can start in the lab without too much
delay. Large pieces of equipment can sometimes have
specific parts on backorder, and any resulting delays can
create problems. For example, the microscope you need
will feel like a useless doorstop until the most critical
lens arrives. Some institutions will allow you to spend
some start-up funds before you arrive, so that you can
begin to place orders early. If support from equipment
company representatives is important after purchase, as
it can be for microscopes (a rep that can loan parts that
need repair can save a lot of headaches), then be sure to
ask your future colleagues about the effectiveness of reps
for different companies before making major purchasing
decisions.
Sometimes another lab is closing down or moving and

leaving glassware, pipettors, and equipment behind.
Once you’ve accepted a job offer, it’s a good idea to ask
the chair if this is anticipated, and plan to scavenge use-
ful items with permission when they become available.
Before you arrive in your new position, you might con-

sider hiring a short-term personnel to start when you
do, or even earlier, to help with purchasing and unpack-
ing. In general, hiring people is governed by more de-
fined rules than is buying materials, because hiring is
regulated by employment laws. These laws can require
openly posting positions, which can help you get a larger
and more diverse set of applicants than you might other-
wise. You can further grow and diversify the applicant
pool by encouraging people to apply, soliciting recom-
mendations for such people from other new PIs through
New PI Slack [20], Twitter, and from colleagues, espe-
cially junior faculty at your new institution. You may
also consider recent graduates or gap year students. You
can also hire work-study students at your new institu-
tion to help with setting up the lab. Your new depart-
ment’s human resources specialists can advise you on
navigating hiring requirements.
Equipment and supply purchases are sometimes gov-

erned by contracts negotiated between vendors and the
university. Your department’s accountants can explain
any equipment and supply purchase rules and whether
you are required to complete any training to make pur-
chases. Product representatives from multiple suppliers
may reach out to you as new PIs often make many pur-
chases at once. New investigators can sometimes negoti-
ate discounts. While not all of the lab startup deals from
suppliers are in fact a deal, some significant discounts
are possible when buying in bulk. Ask other labs what
they pay for frequently-used services like DNA sequen-
cing and for ordering primers so that you can be aware
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of discounts to request from your sales reps. Some insti-
tutions allow purchases from Amazon, or eBay for used
equipment. As you begin purchasing equipment and
supplies for the lab, you will spend some time trying to
cut costs on big purchases and frequent purchases. It
will take some practice to minimize the time you spend
researching economical purchases. At some point, you
may delegate the supplies purchasing role to a techni-
cian or assistant that you hire, or have each person in
the lab make their own supplies purchases as needed,
but it will be useful for you to learn the ropes at first so
that you can be aware of any unanticipated issues.
Some newly hired PIs will get a start on writing their

first grant proposal, or even submit one, before arriving.
Grant writing strategies are covered in a separate article
[1]; here, we review just selected matters that may help
with envisioning the process in advance. Once you have
a suitable funding source (like NIH) identified, it can be
helpful to email a program officer there that handles
grants in your subfield to ask for a short phone or video
meeting. Program officers can evaluate whether the aims
you plan to propose are suitable for a specific funding
mechanism or review panel, and sometimes they will
share other advice. You can also start to collect a list of
awards specific to junior faculty such as Pew and Searle
Scholars programs and ask your new chair about being
nominated for ones that only accept limited numbers of
proposals from each institution; some applicants will ask
about being nominated for these before accepting a job
offer. Some institutions keep especially useful resources
of funding opportunities that anyone can access online,
including funding opportunities reserved for early-career
faculty and underrepresented minority researchers [22,
23]. Other junior faculty may share lists of grants they
have applied for, and they may share successful pro-
posals to use as models as you prepare your own. For all
grant proposals that you plan to write, be sure to contact
your new institution’s office that handles grant submis-
sion (commonly called a Sponsored Projects office or a
Sponsored Research office) as well as the administrative
people handling grant proposals in your department to
find out what they will need. Within-institution dead-
lines are commonly a few days to a week before a fund-
ing agency’s deadline, because they will need to check
proposal paperwork for problems and sign off on pro-
posals. Administrative people within your own depart-
ment can sometimes help with preparing budgets and
other paperwork parts of proposals; it’s a good idea to
ask faculty in your new department about the help that
department administrators can typically provide.
Upon arriving in your new position, you’ll start to

build a team. For many new PIs, building a strong team
can become one of their most satisfying new roles in sci-
ence. Building a strong team can also be challenging,

and it can be critical to your success as a PI. You will
want to consider the extent to which you will
micromanage lab members’ work and/or encourage and
support independence, and for people to work independ-
ently vs. in teams, to promote both your scientific goals
and your lab members’ career development. Even in labs
where each lab member has a completely independent
project, the group of people has the potential to interact
in healthy ways that can help everyone. People may have
skills and interests that complement each other (like the
old Super Friends cartoons — Wonder Woman stops
the bullets, the Wonder Twins transform into useful
forms, and Aquaman takes care of underwater tasks, or
teaches others how to do so). It can be helpful to seek
lab members with these criteria in mind. Diversity in
multiple senses can help contribute to a strong team [24,
25]. For this reason, it is important to fight the urge to
look for clones of yourself in prospective hires. And it
can be helpful to consider your own goals, as you framed
them in your job talk(s) or in grant proposals that you
are envisioning. Sometimes lab members with specific
interests can help relieve demands on your time; for ex-
ample, a lab member interested in microscopy might be
happy to serve as a second point person for interacting
with microscope companies.
As you’re considering taking on new lab members,

keep in mind whether potential lab members have emo-
tional maturity too. A strong experimentalist who can-
not interact well with a diverse team and respect others
(often described as a “dominant negative” lab member)
can harm team dynamics and/or slow other people’s re-
search progress. Interviews and rotations can be an op-
portunity to look for healthy interactions between
people. There may be a temptation to avoid conflict or
hang on too long to a poor fit, but all lab members con-
tribute to the collective environment, and a PI’s inaction
often can be damaging. And a group with healthy inter-
actions will contribute strongly to their own team build-
ing atmosphere. It can be helpful to watch for natural
team-building initiative among lab members and to en-
courage it.
You’ll want to make your lab a welcoming place for

potential lab members both in terms of the atmosphere
among lab members and in terms of how the lab space
is organized. As your salary will generally jump up in the
transition from postdoc to PI, it may be helpful to con-
sider the last $1000 or so of your annual PI salary as for
the lab — for a lab coffee machine, bluetooth speakers, a
food fridge, and in the longer term, for lab dinners and
other social events. You’ll thank yourself later! Also re-
member that such perks are not a substitute for the cul-
ture you’ll seek to build: it’s even more important for lab
members to feel nurtured and supported. If you’re nat-
urally shy, develop regular habits to be in the lab
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interacting with people. In general, people in the lab will
appreciate when their opinions are solicited and consid-
ered, for example when you are considering adding new
lab members or making major purchases. You may not
always agree with the feedback you get. You may even
overrule the feedback for important reasons, but listen-
ing and understanding the perspectives of those who will
be interacting most frequently with new people and
equipment is invaluable [26, 27].
It’s wise to give yourself plenty of chances to interact

with potential rotation students: interview as many pro-
spective grad students visiting your department or
graduate program each spring as possible, seek oppor-
tunities to meet the new grad students who arrive each
fall. In your first couple of years, consider volunteering
for the admissions committee that reviews graduate
school applications for your program. Become aware,
though, of the time you would be committing first. It’s a
good idea to try to limit your committee work before
you have your first grant supporting the lab’s research
(and chairs and colleagues will generally respect this
need, assigning you to a light load of select committees
at first), but the admissions committee can be a valuable
one to join when you’re seeking graduate students if the
time required is not too burdensome at your institution.
For campuses with large numbers of partially overlap-
ping departments and programs, you might also explore
whether you can be affiliated with multiple graduate
programs on your campus, to recruit from multiple
pools of incoming graduate students each year. Having
access to multiple pools of graduate students may aid in
your goal to find graduate students who are good fits for
your lab.
The graduate students who start in your first year or

two will have incentives well aligned with your own
goals toward tenure: making discoveries and reporting
them in publications in your pre-tenure years (hence the
advice above about setting yourself up to take rotation
students into a fully functioning lab as early as possible).
In general, when your own incentives and the incentives
of the people in your lab are well aligned, this can help
many things in your lab go smoothly. For this reason,
and because you’ll be working toward healthy relation-
ships with the people in your new lab, it’s a good idea to
get to know what motivates the people in your lab both
as you’re considering taking people on and as their goals
evolve over time [28]. Do they have enough freedom to
encourage their own creative thinking and for them to
grow as independent scientists? Having an atmosphere
where people feel comfortable taking some risks and also
talking about their motivations can help. It is especially
important to consider the challenges and circumstances
of those who may come from a different background
than you. You can encourage lab members to complete

any of several types of individual developmental plans,
for example MyIDP [29], at least annually, as an oppor-
tunity to review their long-term career goals and to re-
view whether they’re working toward those goals.
Graduate students and postdocs have diverse career in-
terests and skills they’re seeking to develop [30–33].
They will need to spend some of their time exploring
options for their continued careers, for example by at-
tending workshops, gaining teaching experience and ex-
perience in scientific outreach. Your support toward
their own goals will be appreciated. Often, time spent
cultivating one’s soft skills, career path, and network will
energize, refocus, and motivate their science as well [34].
Recruiting postdocs when you’re a junior faculty mem-

ber can be difficult because you will be less well known
than many of your senior colleagues. Some new PIs
work on developing an online presence, for example on
Twitter, to help students and colleagues become aware
of their work. Twitter can be a great place to share what
you do, solicit feedback, and work on community build-
ing. Opportunities to interact with graduate students at
other institutions — for example giving invited seminars,
contributing a little to courses that students travel to, or
meeting graduate students at conferences — can also
contribute to recruitment of postdocs to your lab. These
opportunities also serve the reason that most of us do
science in the first place, i.e. to make discoveries and to
share the discoveries with each other. Sometimes
these opportunities can seem hard to come by as a
new faculty member, but consider adding your name
to lists of seminar speakers at New PI Slack or other
initiatives that serve to increase speaking opportun-
ities for early career or underrepresented groups.
Once you have postdoc applicants, it’s a good idea to
talk to their PhD advisor directly, because conversa-
tions often produce more candid evaluations of
strengths and weaknesses than a letter will.
Undergraduate students can also contribute to a lab

environment. Training undergraduates has the potential
to contribute to both your graduate students’ and post-
docs’ career development. From large undergraduate
student populations, there is a great potential to recruit
ethnically and racially diverse undergraduates, who
can contribute to strengthening your lab and the
scientific field more generally by bringing diverse
perspectives. Use your colleagues’ input on how to re-
cruit undergraduate researchers at your institution
and how to structure the undergraduate research ex-
perience to support benefits to both the student and
the lab’s research goals.
These days, PIs often generate an onboarding docu-

ment that outlines lab policies and expectations — what
you expect from lab members, and what they can expect
from you [35, 36]. These documents can save time and
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reduce miscommunication. It is helpful to spend consid-
erable reflective time envisioning the type of lab dynam-
ics and culture that you want to build. Create a
prioritized list of the character traits, work ethics, diver-
sity, and professional behaviors that you envision in your
group, considering expert advice [9, 24, 25], and use
these to build a mission statement for the document.
Once you have members in the lab, it can be useful to
rebuild this document on occasion with everyone’s in-
put, to help make the document more useful and to in-
crease everyone’s genuine support for a useful set of
expectations. As you gain lab members, you will likely
want to improve your ability as a mentor; online re-
sources can help [37–39], and some institutions offer
local training workshops.
Maintain a professional relationship with your lab

members. Being a new PI can be lonely at times, and it
can be tempting to put yourself on equal footing as one
of the group. But keep in mind that there is an inevitable
power dynamic: they will generally be aware that you
have a great deal of control over their ability to succeed
[40, 41]. Ignoring the existing power dynamics can lead
to issues down the road. To promote a healthy environ-
ment, it can be useful to encourage lab members to cul-
tivate broad networks of peers and additional PIs to give
them input, to acknowledge that you and members of
the lab may have interpersonal conflicts at times, and to
start off relationships stating that you are committed to
working through any conflicts that do arise.
In a position now where you have some responsibility

for others (mentoring, teaching, serving on admissions
committees, etc.), you should consider with some care
not just what you’re doing but also what you’re not
doing. In positions of responsibility, people are reason-
ably held responsible for both, which can be an equally
daunting and exciting challenge to aim to meet. Take
some time to read and/or discuss with colleagues issues
that are important to the practice of science — for
example, diversity issues and inclusive environments,
unconscious bias, mental health issues, and ethical
conduct.
There are many ways to be a successful independent

scientist. For example, some PIs choose to work at the
bench their entire career with a small number of PhD
students. Some prefer challenging themselves to run ef-
fectively as big a lab as possible. Some prefer a lab of
mostly postdocs, or mostly PhD students, or under-
graduate students. Some choose to focus on developing
new techniques for a field. Some keep research topics
continuous from each lab member to the next, and
others prefer to try new lines of research frequently.
Keep in mind that you don’t need to be all of these
things. Your colleagues in your institution and your field
provide you a variety of useful models to consider as you

shape your own ideas of the kind of scientist you’d like
to be.

Managing your time for productivity and
happiness
You’ve made it to a highly sought-after position, so you’ll
thank yourself later for some thinking at this stage about
how you’ll develop your career in a form that will con-
tribute to your long-term well being.
Every new PI establishes relationships with many

people beyond their own lab members. Among these
people, other junior faculty can serve as an important
peer support group, because you’ll be going through
some experiences in common. It can be helpful to
schedule informal gatherings with this group, as well as
gatherings focusing on topics like teaching or specific
scientific topics. Many new PIs are surprised to learn
that some thorny issues they face have already been
faced by other new PIs. The solutions that your peers
have found for their own productivity and happiness can
be useful to consider. It can also be valuable to cultivate
relationships with people who can serve as informal
mentors, i.e. more senior faculty who share your vision
for how to run a lab, and who can provide input on your
grants and manuscripts (and when you do share grants
and manuscripts, it’s courteous to let people know a few
weeks in advance the specific date when you’ll share
something, and to ask if they can return comments
within a week, so that they can schedule in advance
some time for reading and commenting). If your depart-
ment does not have a formal process for existing PIs to
mentor new PIs, you can ask your chair to recommend
some informal mentors. Also consider mentors from
outside of your own institution who might agree to an
occasional meeting by video or at conferences. As you
collect wisdom from peers and mentors, consider prac-
tices they use in common as well as input from the out-
liers whom you admire. Remember that there are many
paths to success and almost as many ways to do the job
as there are people doing it [42]. For this reason, it’s im-
portant to decide what you value, and keep an eye to-
ward liking the person you’ll become to get tenure and
the job that you’ll have at that stage. It is important to
stay true to your values rather than solely ensuring that
you meet expectations required to keep and advance
your career.
You will also establish new relationships with adminis-

trative staff members of your department — accoun-
tants, human resources specialists, facilities maintenance
people, and others. Be sure to treat administrative staff
members respectfully, and be friendly. Some PIs make
the mistake of finding themselves in a position of some
authority for the first time and, in the interest of time ef-
ficiency, losing a little of their naturally friendly and
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human demeanor when interacting with staff members.
You will likely know these people for a long time. Ad-
ministrative staff can be tremendously effective at navi-
gating quirks of institutional rules, so remember that
you stand to learn a lot from them.
Your own time management is important. Your re-

search effort and time allocation will be completely un-
like what it was as a postdoc. At first, you are, in a
sense, your own best postdoc, so it can be wise to con-
tinue bench work yourself at least until lab members are
well trained. In the long run, your time management will
likely involve some trial and error in figuring out what
works best for you, as well as trying out new habits now
and then throughout your career. The pace of work may
feel ramped up at first, given your role in multiple pro-
jects in the lab at the same time. This change typically
involves an attitude and skills adjustment to manage
more projects. You’ll need to be strategic about your re-
search goals, not spreading yourself too thin across too
many distantly related projects, and you’ll need to find
your own best balance for effort toward research, teach-
ing, and other roles. Teaching a course for the first time
generally involves a bigger time commitment than new
faculty anticipate, both for preparing the material to be
taught and for learning how to manage a course effect-
ively and efficiently. You’ll want to do a job you’re proud
of in research, teaching, and your other roles, but re-
member that in the end you will need to find a balance
that you can be comfortable with. If it takes you longer
than you expect for setting up your lab and beginning to
teach, give yourself a break by reminding yourself that
this is a common experience for new PIs. You’ll likely
improve at juggling multiple roles over time. Help is
available for faculty looking to improve their abilities to
do so [14].
One key issue of time management is how to respond to

others’ expectations of your contributions in your depart-
ment or in the field. It will be important to be a good citi-
zen by doing your share of work in your department and
in your field of science, but you’ll also need to learn to say
“no” in order to avoid overextending yourself. For ex-
ample, for reviewing papers and grants, a good rule of
thumb for being a good citizen is to only review those that
are within your own field and to review roughly as many
grants and manuscripts as one’s own lab’s work incurs
(for example, plan to review roughly 2–3 manuscripts per
manuscript that you submit for peer review). It’s always
okay to respond to requests with a polite, “I’m over-
booked with other commitments and wouldn’t be able
to take this on” whenever this is the case. A good op-
tion when turning down a request is to recommend a
colleague or trainee that could use the opportunity.
This makes it easier to say no, solves a problem for
the requester, and helps others.

When deciding if you are indeed overbooked with
other commitments, be sure to reserve time both for
things that are urgent and things that are important but
not urgent. Important but not urgent tasks are often key
to long-term success, but are also the easiest to post-
pone. These tasks will be challenging to complete unless
you specifically set aside time in your schedule. For ex-
ample, grant proposals become increasingly urgent as a
deadline approaches, and beginning early to set out a
plan and stick with it may require you to mark out
planned milestones month-to-month on your calendar.
Commonly used grant application guides can help with
planning out a useful schedule for yourself [43]. For im-
portant tasks, it is also common to fill up all available
time with a specific task. This may result in spending a
week to prepare a lecture or complete a first draft of a
piece of writing that could have been done in a focused
day. A useful method of dealing with this phenomenon
is to allocate dedicated time, and no more, in one’s
schedule for a specific activity (sometimes called “time-
boxing”). The increased focus can reduce anxiety when
sufficient time is protected for an activity. This practice
can also reduce the amount of overall time spent,
thereby increasing productivity. There is no shortage of
management hacks taken from the business world that
can benefit a new PI balancing many productivity, hir-
ing, leadership, and organizational challenges for the first
time. We are often not trained for many of the new roles
that a PI takes on, but existing resources can help [6, 8,
9, 44, 45].
Another trick for making good use of your time is to

double up on use of commitments when possible. Con-
sider whether certain of your commitments can double
as useful topics for lab meetings, or training opportun-
ities for grad students and postdocs. For example, some
journals will permit reviewing a manuscript together
with a member of your lab. Doing so can satisfy multiple
of your goals — contributing to your good citizenship in
the field, keeping you and a lab member discussing on-
going research in your field, and serving as a valuable
training experience for the lab member.
Keep in mind that some opportunities may not have a

clear proximal benefit but may increase your exposure
in the community and with your colleagues, and/or
allow you to get to know colleagues you admire. Your
reputation as a scientist is one criterion for tenure, as
reflected by letters that your tenure committee will so-
licit from colleagues of your choosing and of their
choosing. This reputation will be based in large part on
what you discover and publish. For this reason, it can
feel especially satisfying to say yes to opportunities that
increase your exposure in the field specifically when you
have discoveries that you’re especially proud to share; in
this way, you can bring something of value to others, for
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example in invited talks you give, and you can gain input
on your work in the process. There is a firehose of re-
search out there, and it is not necessarily anyone’s job to
pay particular attention to your or your lab members’
discoveries. It is important to appropriately credit your
lab members for their discoveries in talks and on social
media, and colleagues in your field will appreciate learn-
ing about these discoveries.
Lastly, don’t forget to do what you need beyond your

job – time with family and friends, and doing other
things you enjoy! You can expect to experience some
failure and resulting stress at work, along with some suc-
cesses, and overworking can be emotionally draining. If
you’re the kind of person who feels guilty taking time
away from work, you can comfort yourself by remem-
bering that you’ll likely be a more creative scientist and
a better mentor if you are taking time to do what you
enjoy and what’s important to you outside of work.

Abbreviation
PI: Principal investigator
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